[1] The magnetic anisotropy of rocks results from the contributions of diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic (in the broad sense) minerals. This bulk anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility, which can be rapidly measured with modern instruments, generally provides a better understanding of the rock deformation history. Different minerals in a rock can form at different times and also respond to deformation in different manners. Therefore it is useful to separate their respective contributions to the whole rock magnetic fabric. Various techniques available to achieve this separation are presented and compared in this article. The variations of magnetic susceptibility with temperature can be used to selectively characterize the contribution of paramagnetic mineral phases following the Curie-Weiss law. The measurement of magnetic remanence-related anisotropy provides an efficient way to characterize the contribution of ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic species. Finally, measurement of the magnetic properties at high fields, above the saturation magnetization of ferromagnetic minerals, effectively separates the diamagnetic-paramagnetic magnetic anisotropy. The recent development of these techniques allows the separation of paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic anisotropies to be performed routinely on most specimens and shows promising potential for future magnetic anisotropy studies.
Introduction to Magnetic Susceptibility and Its Anisotropy
[2] The magnetic susceptibility (K) is a dimensionless magnitude defined as
where M is the induced magnetization and H is the applied field. In the International System [SI], magnetizations and magnetic fields are both measured in A/m; K is referred to as SI.
[3] In polymineralic rocks, the magnetic susceptibility is the sum of the magnetic susceptibilities of all rock-forming minerals. These may include diamagnetic, paramagnetic and/or ferromagnetic (in the broad sense) species. Figure 1 schematically shows the magnetic susceptibility of each type. Diamagnetic minerals do not have orbital moments in the absence of a magnetic field because all the orbitals are filled. Upon application of an external magnetic field, the angular momentum vector associated with the orbit precesses around the direction of the applied field and in the opposite direction. The induced magnetization disappears as soon as the magnetic field is removed The magnetic susceptibility is therefore negative and of small magnitude, typically on the order of À10 À5 [SI] ( Figure 1a ). Paramagnetic materials have atoms with unpaired electron spins, oriented randomly in the absence of external fields. When a magnetic field is applied, a resultant moment arises in the direction of the field, and it disappears when the field is removed. The magnetic susceptibility is positive and typically on the order of 10 À5 to 10 À3 [SI] , i.e., higher in absolute value than in diamagnetic minerals (Figure 1b) . Ferromagnetic materials have uncompensated spins. The interaction of the uncompensated electron orbital give rise to an extra term of magnetic energy called the exchange energy. Ferromagnetic minerals can be subdivided into different types, such as ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, antiferromagnetic and spin-canted antiferromagnetic, depending on the configuration of the magnetic sublattices. As a consequence, a net magnetization appears in the absence of external fields. Magnetization is not a linear function with field ( Figure 1c ), and these minerals display an hysteresis loop of the magnetization as a function of the field [e.g., Dunlop and Ö zdemir, 1997] .
[4] In most rocks the magnetic susceptibility is anisotropic, i.e., it varies with the direction of the applied field. This is caused by a combination of the preferred orientation of grains, the mineral grain spatial distribution or their lattice-preferred orientation, and the intrinsic anisotropy of the grains (shape or crystalline anisotropy). Another poten-tial source of anisotropy is distribution anisotropy or textural anisotropy, which occurs when ferromagnetic grains are close to each other in specific configurations [Hargraves et al., 1991; Stephenson, 1994] . The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) is usually approximated by a symmetric second rank tensor, which can be represented as an ellipsoid with three principal axes (K 1 ! K 2 ! K 3 ) and their spatial orientation. In tensorial notation, equation (1) can be written as follows:
where M i is the magnetization vector, K ij is the susceptibility matrix, and H j is the applied field vector.
[5] The anisotropy tensor is therefore represented by giving the orientation of the principal axes of the AMS ellipsoid and two scalars given the degree of anisotropy and shape of the ellipsoid. The degree of anisotropy of the ellipsoid can be described by several parameters, e.g., the ratio between the lengths of the maximum and minimum axes [Nagata, 1961] or the corrected anisotropy degree P 0 [Jelinek, 1981] . P 0 = exp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2S ln K i À ln K ð Þ 2 q (i = 1 to 3, K is the arithmetic mean susceptibility). P 0 is a measure of the degree to which the AMS ellipsoid deviates from a sphere. The shape of the AMS ellipsoid can vary from oblate, or disk-shaped, to prolate, or rod-shaped. Several approaches have been proposed to describe the ellipsoid shape such as the Flinn diagram [Flinn, 1956] , the q parameter [Granar, 1958] , the V parameter [Graham, 1954] or the T parameter [Jelinek, 1981] . T = [(2 ln K 2 À ln K 1 À ln K 3 )/(ln K 1 À ln K 3 )]. The magnetic ellipsoid is oblate (pancake shaped) for 0 T 1 and prolate (pencil shaped) for À1 T 0. The most common representation is the Jelìnek plot that shows the corrected degree of anisotropy (P 0 ) versus the T shape parameter. Figure 2a shows an example of the principal directions of the AMS ellipsoid in the Luarca Slates in the Asturian Arc, Northern Spain. The AMS ellipsoid shows well-grouped principal directions. Figure 2b shows an example of the Jelìnek plot in black slates from the Luarca Slates.
[6] The AMS was originally proposed by Graham [1954] as a useful fabric element. It has since become widely used in deformation studies because the AMS ellipsoid often correlates with the strain ellipsoid [e.g., Hrouda et al., 1988; Rochette et al., 1992; Borradaile and Henry, 1997] . The measurement procedures to determined the AMS ellipsoid are described by Collinson et al. [1967] and Tarling and Hrouda [1993] .The contribution of each mineral species to the AMS of the rock depends on the mineral abundance, on the orientation of the grains (shape fabric) and also on the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy of the mineral grains. Minerals may form at different stages of a 
Rationale for Separation of Magnetic Anisotropies
[7] The separation of the magnetic susceptibility only (scalar) into paramagnetic and ferromagnetic components does not require oriented specimens and can be performed on small volumes of material (% a few mm3). In contrast, the separation of the AMS into paramagnetic and ferromagnetic directional components involves measurements in different directions on oriented specimens and generally requires larger volumes to be analyzed (% a few cm3; although a successful separation was performed by Borradaile and Werner [1994] on millimeter size single crystals, using an alternating gradient magnetometer). One of the first reported separations of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic susceptibility anisotropies concerned a single crystal of augite hosting maghemite inclusions [Owens and Bamford, 1976] . Since this original work, several separation methods have been proposed using the variation of susceptibility with either temperature or applied field. Separation methods can be further subdivided into those based on tensor subtraction and those based on instrumental isolation of one of the magnetic anisotropy components (usually the paramagnetic AMS). Major progress has been made in the last few years, both from a theoretical and experimental point of view, in the separation of magnetic anisotropy into its components. Table 1 summarizes the current techniques, instrumental requirements, physical property measured, advantages and disadvantages compared to standard low-field AMS measurements.
[8] The need to isolate the contribution of each mineral to the total magnetic anisotropy was recognized early by Owens and Bamford [1976] and later on by Rochette and Fillion [1988] . The distinction of diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferromagnetic anisotropies has been previously discussed by Tarling and Hrouda [1993] .
[9] The main motivation for the separation results from the possibility of using the magnetic fabric as a proxy for bulk mineral fabric. Classic fabric techniques such as the universal stage, electron backscatter diffraction, texture goniometry, neutron diffraction or image analysis are time consuming, typically on the order of several hours per specimen. The measurement of magnetic fabrics is, in contrast, rapid and highly reproducible. Another difficulty with classic fabric techniques is the relatively small volume being measured (usually a thin section, %40 mm3) compared to that measured in magnetic techniques (%8 to 10 cm 3 ). For these reasons, classic fabric techniques are more dependent on the grain size of rocks than magnetic techniques and are less representative of the rock fabric.
[10] For example, the olivine lattice preferred orientation of a coarse-grained peridotite may appear more strongly oriented than that of a fine-grained peridotite simply because fewer grains would have been measured in the coarsegrained rock [Newman et al., 1999] . Lüneburg et al. [1999] showed that the mineral fabric observed in SEM photomicrographs of slates did not correspond with the finite strain measured by macroscopic strain makers such as micropebbles and reduction spots. However, the finite strain principal semiaxes correlated well with the AMS principal eigenvalues.
[11] Mineral fabrics are particularly valuable to determine paleocurrent direction or burial compaction in sediments, flow direction in igneous rocks and deformation history of rocks [Kodama, 1995] . Nevertheless, before magnetic fabrics can be interpreted as a proxy for mineral fabrics, it is necessary to identify the mineralogical sources of magnetic anisotropy. This is particularly important in the case of low anisotropies because even a small quantity of weakly oriented but strongly ferromagnetic minerals can overshadow the fabric of paramagnetic minerals [e.g., Borradaile and Werner, 1994] . The contribution of each mineral phase to the magnetic susceptibility does not necessarily correlate with its contribution to the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS).
[12] A number of specific reasons for the separation of magnetic contributions to the anisotropy have been identified:
[13] 1. In paramagnetic single-crystal studies, inclusions commonly consist of ferrimagnetic minerals, which affects the geometric relationship between crystallographic fabric and AMS axes [e.g., Owens and Bamford, 1976; Zapletal, 1990; Borradaile and Werner, 1994; Lagroix and Borradaile, 2000; Martín-Hernández and Hirt, 2003] .
[14] 2. Ferromagnetic (in the broad sense) minerals may be secondary in origin, in which case their fabric would relate only to the late stages of deformation; typically, this would occur as a result of oxidation of primary ferromagnetic minerals (magnetite $ hematite) [Just et al., 2004] or as a result of thermal alteration due to burial of iron oxides (goethite $ hematite) [Sangode and Bloemendal, 2004] . In hydrothermal systems, goethite can carry an antiferromagnetic anisotropy [Sizaret et al., 2003] .
[15] 3. The AMS of ferrimagnetic minerals is often used to remove postmagnetization deformation such as compaction and its effects (inclination shallowing) in paleomagnetic studies Kodama and Sun, 1992] ; the AMS of the paramagnetic matrix may reflect more accurately the finite strain ellipsoid; some models that have correlated AMS with finite strain use the degree of anisotropy as the correlation variable; however, the degree of anisotropy can increase because of a larger ferromagnetic content and not necessarily as a consequence of higher strain rates [e.g., Rochette et al., 1992] .
[16] 4. Paramagnetic minerals generally represent a larger volume fraction than ferromagnetic minerals in rocks and therefore are likely to yield more reliable fabric information.
[17] Ferromagnetic minerals potentially carry supplemental vorticity information in cases where both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic minerals are primary and have distinct aspect ratios ( Figure 3 ) [e.g., Ferré et al., 2004] . Ferromagnetic fabric is affected by domain state (inverse fabric [e.g., Rochette, 1988; Ferré et al., 2002] ), grain size [Hejda et al., 1992] and interaction between particles [Gregoire et al., 1995; Cañón-Tapia, 2001] .
[18] In summary, the separation of the various contributions of diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferromagnetic min-
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[19] In the current review, we briefly introduce the rationale for the separation, present and discuss the various approaches and finally elaborate on future methodological challenges. Unless otherwise specified, magnetic susceptibility refers to that measured in low field. The purpose of the paper is to provide a simple comparison of the variety of possible techniques of subfabric separation, which could be used on each study, their advantages and disadvantages (Table 1) .
Methods Based on Measurements at Different Temperatures

Low-Temperature Methods
[20] The magnetic susceptibility K of a paramagnetic mineral increases with decreasing temperature according to the Curie-Weiss law [e.g., Morrish, 1965] :
with C the Curie constant of the mineral, T the temperature in Kelvin, and q the paramagnetic Curie temperature in Kelvin. Equation (3) can also be expressed as
Figure 4a exemplifies the relationship expressed in equation (4) in a biotite single crystal. Fitting the inverse of the susceptibility into a straight line, the paramagnetic Curie temperature is computed showing a positive value in the basal plane and negative value perpendicular to it. This result denotes the antiferromagnetic character of the interaction of cations along the crystal c axes [Ballet and Coey, 1982; Beausoleil et al., 1983] . The variation is substantial since a temperature decrease from 295 to 77 K would result in an increase in magnetic susceptibility by a factor of %3.8. For diamagnetic minerals there is no change in magnetic susceptibility with temperature. In contrast, ferromagnetic minerals such as titanomagnetite and multidomain magnetite exhibit significant magnetic susceptibility changes below the Verwey transition [e.g., Verwey, 1939; Dunlop and Ö zdemir, 1997] . Hematites display a magnetization transition (Morin transition) at 242 K in which the spin orientation is changed from perpendicular to parallel to the c axis [Morin, 1950; Liu, 1986; de Boer et al., 2001] . [21] The variations of K at low temperature have been used to enhance and quantify the contribution of paramagnetic minerals to the bulk magnetic susceptibility [SchultzKrutisch and Heller, 1985; Jover et al., 1989; Richter and van der Pluijm, 1994] and to the AMS [Ihmlé et al., 1989; Hirt and Gehring, 1991; Richter and van der Pluijm, 1994; Lüneburg et al., 1999; Parés and van der Pluijm, 2002b] . In order to avoid temperature heterogeneity, specimens are measured in different directions while immersed in liquid nitrogen (77 K). This method, which does not induce any mineralogical changes in the analyzed material, allows to repeat measurements on the same specimen and enhances the degree of anisotropy (P 0 ) of paramagnetic phases [Lüneburg et al., 1999; Parés and van der Pluijm, 2002a] . However, it also produces variations of the shape of the AMS ellipsoid, as shown in Figure 4b for two biotite crystals measured at different temperatures, making the interpretation of the low-T AMS results more complicated.
[22] The potential of low-temperature methods resides in the enhancement of the paramagnetic contribution to the bulk AMS. The separation of the AMS into its paramagnetic and ferromagnetic components involves subtracting the low-field AMS tensor from the low-temperature (LT) AMS tensor. This may lead to error amplification since low-temperature measurements enhance the error on susceptibility meters [Parés and van der Pluijm, 2002b] . Another potential difficulty arises from the large variations in magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic minerals at low temperature (Morin and Verwey transitions).
High-Temperature Methods
[23] With increasing temperature, the magnetic susceptibility (K) of diamagnetic minerals remains constant whereas that of paramagnetic minerals decreases according to the Curie-Weiss law (equations (3) and (4)). The magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic minerals (in the broad sense) displays more complex variations. In a field of strength similar to the Earth's field, the ferromagnetic susceptibility increases gradually with increasing temperature up to the Curie temperature (Tc) and then it decreases abruptly [e.g., Stacey and Banerjee, 1974; Hrouda et al., 1997] . The increase in magnetic susceptibility below T c , referred to as the Hopkinson effect, is less pronounced in high field [Nagata, 1961] . The Curie temperature varies with the composition of the ferromagnetic mineral. In the magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 )-ulvöspinel (Ti 3 O 4 ) solid solution, for example, the Curie temperature decreases as the mole fraction of ulvö-spinel (x) increases according to empirical formulas [Uyeda, 1958; Schmidbauer and Readman, 1982; Clark and Evans, 1997] . Miranda et al. [2002] proposed the following relationship: T c (°C) = 575 À 552.7x À 213.3 Â 2. The Curie temperatures of pure ferromagnetic minerals are 680°C for hematite, 580°C for magnetite and 320 -330°C for pyrrhotite [e.g., Dunlop and Ö zdemir, 1997] . At such high temperatures, thermally induced reactions commonly take place, and therefore such experiments are typically nonreversible (Figure 5a ). The creation of new magnetic phases leads to variation in the AMS parameters, shape and degree of anisotropy (Figure 5b ). In order to improve the reversibility, experiments can be conducted under controlled atmosphere (Ar or N 2 ) to prevent oxidation or reduction of the original minerals. [24] Thermally induced reactions have been used to enhance magnetic fabrics in weakly anisotropic rocks by forming new ferromagnetic minerals [Hirt and Gehring, 1991; Hrouda et al., 1997; Trindade et al., 2001b; Mintsa Mi Guema et al., 2002] . In such experiments, magnetite is commonly formed upon heating. The grain size of the new magnetite crystals depends on the heating time but also on the original iron content of the material. The newly formed minerals do not necessarily grow mimetically to the original fabric [Henry et al., 2003] and therefore this approach has substantial limitations. In principle, AMS measurement above T c could remove the contribution of ferromagnetic minerals and therefore could isolate the diamagnetic-paramagnetic contribution to the AMS. However, experiments conducted on magnetite-bearing rocks at 640°C, using a Sapphire Instrument SI-3B furnace, suggest that background magnetic noise is too high to ensure sufficient sensitivity. Changes in temperature of the measuring coil induce dilation of the coil metal which is accommodated by creep along random segments of the coil. This in turn slightly modifies the coil geometry and causes important variations of the measured susceptibility. These large variations are shown on Figure 5c .
Methods Based on Measurement of Magnetic Remanence
[25] The anisotropy of magnetic remanence (AMR) evaluates the anisotropy of the minerals that are able to retain stable permanent magnetization. It does not provide a separation of AMS components but an independent estimate of the remanence anisotropy of ferromagnetic phases. In general, the magnetic remanence is carried mostly by the single-domain (SD) and pseudosingle-domain (PSD) ferromagnetic minerals (in the broad sense). The magnetization is, in first approximation, proportional to the applied field in weak fields:
where M R is the remanent magnetization, K R is the susceptibility of remanence, i.e., the proportionality constant and H is the applied field.
[26] The susceptibility of remanence is commonly represented as a second rank tensor [e.g., Jackson, 1991] . Different types of remanence anisotropy can be measured depending on the nature of the applied field and type of acquired remanence. The two most common techniques to measure the anisotropy of remanent magnetization are the anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) and the isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM). Both methods require artificial magnetizations acquired using techniques available in paleomagnetic laboratories [e.g., Jackson and Tauxe, 1991; Rochette et al., 1992; Tarling and Hrouda, 1993; Borradaile and Henry, 1997] . The measurement procedure for the anisotropy of remanent magnetization is similar to that used in the determination of the low-field AMS. The number of orientations used for the determination varies from a minimum of 3 [Potter and Stephenson, 1990] up to 24 [Trindade et al., 2001a] . The most common schemes are either 9 [McCabe et al., 1985; Borradaile and Stupavsky, 1995] or 15 [Cox and Doell, 1967] . A comprehensive summary of techniques and uses of magnetic remanence anisotropy methods is given by Potter [2004] .
Anisotropy of Anhysteretic Remanence
[27] The anisotropy of anhysteretic remanence (AARM) technique was first presented as a correlation between the anisotropy of this remanence type (anhysteretic remanence magnetization, ARM) and low-field AMS principal directions [McCabe et al., 1985] . For the ARM, considering a weak field remanence, the magnetization is supposed to be linearly proportional to the applied field as described by equation (5). Samples are exposed to an alternating field (AF), on the order of 100 mT, and to a steady field, usually on the order of magnitude of the Earth magnetic field [see Jackson, 1991] . All magnetic particles with the coercivity of the chosen AF field are magnetized and their anisotropy computed by fitting the results to the best ellipsoid, usually by least squares methods [Girdler, 1961] . These techniques are commonly used in rock types such as pelites [Debacker et al., 2004] , granites [Trindade et al., 2001a] , limestones [Hrouda et al., 2000] or basalts [Borradaile and Lagroix, 2001] . Figure 6 shows a comparison between the AMS measured at low field and the AARM of one peridotite sample from the Twin Sisters dunite, Washington [Ferré et al., 2005] . The main ferromagnetic mineral, identified as magnetite, formed during moderate serpentinization [Ferré et al., 2005] . In this example, the low-field K1 direction does not agree with the mineral lineation. Figure 6a shows how one of the maximum susceptibility semiaxes agrees well between the two methods, while the other two are dispersed over a great circle. Minimum and intermediate susceptibility semiaxes are not lying in a geologically meaningful plane. There is no direct comparison for the degree of anisotropy and shape between the AMS and the AARM ellipsoid (Figure 6b ). The degree of anisotropy is usually larger for the AARM ellipsoid than for the AMS ellipsoid and the shape is more neutral in most of the reported cases [Lagroix and Borradaile, 2000] .
[28] On the basis of the acquisition of ARM within a coercivity window, the most common technique of AARM is the partial AARM (pAARM) proposed by Edwards [1984] and Jackson et al. [1988] . The samples are placed in a decaying alternating field with no static field. At a given alternating field peak (H 1 ), the direct current (DC) field is switched on and then off again at a second alternating current field (H 2 ). The magnetic particles with coercivity between H 1 and H 2 are magnetized. By repeating the process in different orientations, the pAARM ellipsoid is computed for the specific coercivity window. The technique has been shown to be useful to discriminate differences in the anisotropy directions carried by different grain sizes or nature [Nakamura and Borradaile, 2001; Aubourg and Robion, 2002] .
[29] The most used application of this technique is to correct inclination shallowing effects by calculating the AARM ellipsoid. The correction factor has been related with the ratio of the AARM semiaxes Collombat et al., 1993] . The relationship between inclination and AARM semiaxes is based on the following formula, although some variations have been proposed for each particular case.
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where I c is the corrected inclination, k is the proportionality constant and I DRM is the inclination of the detrital remanent magnetization.
[30] The constant k has been found to be proportional to the ratio of AARM semiaxes, such as the expressions proposed by Jackson [1991] and Collombat et al. [1993] :
where n is an exponent which is taken as 1 by Jackson [1991] and as 3 by Collombat et al. [1993] . This correction has been successfully used in the calculation of inclinations with a combination of AMS and pAARM or total AARM [Hodych et al., 1999; Kim and Kodama, 2004; Vaughn et al., 2005] .
Anisotropy of Isothermal Remanence
[31] The use of the Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) as magnetization for the determination of the anisotropy of remanence was first proposed by Daly and Zinsser [1973] . It is based on the magnetization is proportional to the applied field relationship. The remanence of the IRM is measured and then removed by AF demagnetization on a peak field higher than the DC field, which ensures a perfect cleaning of the artificial magnetization. The applied DC field is usually in the range of 10-60 mT Cagnoli and Tarling, 1997; Robion et al., 1999; Raposo and Egydio-Silva, 2001; Hrouda, 2002; Raposo et al., 2004] . The DC field can also be applied in opposite directions successively. Therefore the remanence is measured twice and the residual of the imparted isothermal remanence is calculated by substraction [Robion et al., 1999] . This procedure allows testing the presence of preferred directions in the remanence due to spurious magnetizations . The magnetization is removed with an AF demagnetization (cleaning) with maximum fields ranging from 80 to 100 mT.
[32] The validity of this method has been debated since its appearance. The IRM remanence is not linear with field and therefore the approximation given by equation (5) might not be valid. Three approaches have been proposed in order to determine the AIRM ellipsoid:
[33] 1. Very low IRM fields where the relationship given in equation (3) is still valid are in the order of 5 -10 mT. The approximation is valid for magnetite-bearing rocks over a large range of grain sizes .
[34] 2. Expand the relationship between magnetization and applied field into a nonlinear function. As first approximation, equation (3) can be expressed differently including a function f(H), containing the nonlinear relationship between the applied field and the magnetization [Daly and Zinsser, 1973; Jelinek, 1993; Hrouda, 2002] :
where M r is the remanence magnetization, K r is the remanence susceptibility matrix, f(H) is the nonlinear field dependency of the magnetization and e H a unit vector in the direction of the applied field and R is the remanebility tensor of first kind [Daly and Zinsser, 1973; Jelinek, 1993] .
[35] 3. Apply a saturating IRM field (SIRM) that resets the magnetic moment for every applied field direction. For magnetite-bearing rocks, this requirement can be met by applying a SIRM field of 300 mT [Borradaile and Dehls, 1993; Lu and McCabe, 1993] . The method is only applicable to low-coercivity specimens with no traces of high-coercivity minerals. Because hematite cannot saturate with the field available in most paleomagnetic laboratories, some authors have opted to apply high IRM fields in different directions where magnetization is more than 70% of the SIRM [Tan and Kodama, 2002; Tan et al., 2003 ]. The method is under debate and it could be affected by the magnetization history of hematite [Smith and Fuller, 1967] . A real AIRM for hematite bearing rocks would require applying fields over 13 T to ensure the particles reach saturation for every measured direction [Kodama and Dekkers, 2004] .
Other Remanence Anisotropy Methods
[36] Gyroremanent magnetization (GRM), another type of magnetization, is acquired by magnetic particles in an alternating field even if no direct current field is present [Stephenson, 1980a [Stephenson, , 1980b . Some have suggested that it might be a source of spurious magnetization in alternating field demagnetization cleaning [Dankers and Zijderveld, 1981; Roperch and Taylor, 1986] . GRM has been satisfactorily modeled for SD anisotropic particles as due to the motion of the magnetic moment as it moves with the applied field direction [Dean et al., 1990] . The anisotropy of GRM reflects the sample fabric in several types of natural samples [Stephenson, 1980b [Stephenson, , 1981b and artificial samples [Stephenson, 1981a; Stephenson and Potter, 1987; Vincent et al., 1996] . Greigite displays a strong GRM acquisition and the anisotropy of GRM can be used to isolate its magnetic fabric of greigite-bearing samples [Snowball, 1997a [Snowball, , 1997b Hu et al., 1998; Stephenson and Snowball, 2001; Hu et al., 2002] .
[37] Rotational remanence (RR) is a particular type of gyroremanence magnetization recorded by magnetic particles when rotating them with their axis normal to an alternating field. The field should be approximately twice the frequency of the frequency of the rotation [Stephenson, 1980c] . The anisotropy of rotation remanence magnetization (ARRM) is particularly important in stable SD particles . It can be used to estimate the anisotropy of such particles.
Methods Based on Measurements in High Fields
High Field Torque Magnetometer
[38] Because torque is easier to measure than magnetization, this method was initially used to determine the magnetic properties of crystals and compounds [Townsend, 1916; Bozorth, 1936; Tarasov and Bitter, 1937; Williams, 1937; Tarasov, 1939] .
[39] The initial studies of torque magnetometry in natural samples assumed the anisotropy to be carried only by the ferromagnetic minerals [e.g., King and Rees, 1966; Collinson et al., 1967; Stone, 1967; Bhathal, 1971; Rees and Woodall, 1975; Folami and Hailwood, 1991] . Parma [1988] designed a medium field magnetometer with fields ranging from 0 to 0.8 T that was used initially to evaluate the susceptibility of ferromagnetic phases above saturation and it has been proposed to separate theoretically the anisotropy components using the auxiliary energy density parameter [Hrouda and Jelinek, 1990] . Bergmüller et al. [1994] designed an instrument that uses a maximum field of 1.85 T and it has been also used to calculate the high-field susceptibility above the saturation of the ferromagnetic minerals [Bergmüller and Heller, 1996] or the paramagnetic energy density anisotropy [Aubourg et al., 1995] .
[40] The torsion exerted by a sample in an applied magnetic field is a fundamental definition in physics is
where T is the torque, m is the magnetization and B the applied field. Figure 7a shows the torque curve as a function of angle for several applied fields; the torque has a 2q periodicity and increases with increasing applied field.
[41] When the magnetization is proportional to the applied field (paramagnetic or diamagnetic materials) the torque is proportional to the square of the applied field. Porath and Chamalaun [1966] proposed a model of torque proportional to field for intermediate fields in hematite which can also be extended to other minerals displaying crystalline anisotropy, e.g., pyrrhotite. Figure 7b shows the dependency of the amplitude with the applied field and the best fit theoretical curve above the saturation of the ferrimagnetic minerals for a peridotite sample. The absence of a linear dependency with field demonstrates that no hematite (or pyrrhotite) contributes to the torque signal.
[42] The different behavior of torque with applied field has been used to decompose the torque signal into the response for the three types of magnetic phases and compute the magnetic anisotropy ellipsoids [Martín-Hernández and Hirt, 2001, 2004] . Hrouda and Jelinek [1990] proposed a separation of magnetic anisotropy components based on the assumption that above the saturation of the ferrimagnetic components, the subtraction of two measurements using two different saturating fields is related with the paramagnetic minerals. Diamagnetism can be neglected, but in case it is not, the anisotropy of the diamagnetic subfabric is computed together with the paramagnetic ellipsoid. For one applied field, a new variable termed energy density tensor (g) is introduced and it has a different expression for paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic minerals [Jelinek, 1985 [Jelinek, , 1988 .
for paramagnetic minerals and
for ferrimagnetic minerals, where m o is the magnetic permeability of free space, B is the applied field, l is the deviatoric component of the susceptibility tensor, i.e., the tensor resulting for the substraction of the original tensor minus the mean value of the trace, M S is the saturation magnetization of ferromagnetic grains, VE is the sum of the volumes of saturated grains and N E is the tensor of demagnetization factor for the ferromagnetic grains [Coe, 1966] .
[43] The low-field AMS usually agrees with the ferrimagnetic anisotropy principal directions because at low fields those minerals dominate the signal (Figure 7c ). The paramagnetic anisotropy does not necessarily have to be subparallel to the low-field AMS (Figure 7d ).
Cryogenic Magnetometer
[44] Rochette et al. [1983] proposed the use of magnetization as a function of different field and temperatures in order to identify the contributors to the magnetic anisotropy. Rochette and Fillion [1988] effectively calculated the differences between maximum and minimum susceptibility of paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic minerals. They used a cryogenic magnetometer with a variable field (0 -4 T) and variable temperature (2 -400 K) to separate the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility due to ferromagnetic iron oxides and sulfides from that due to paramagnetic silicates. In high field (H > 1 T), the ferromagnetic component to the anisotropy is generally saturated and magnetization is linear, defining the high-field magnetic susceptibility (c HF ). The sample is rotated about three perpendicular axes and, considering variations of magnetization above the saturation of ferrimagnetic minerals to be due to the paramagnetic phases, the paramagnetic ellipsoid is computed. The magnetometer also allows measurements at different temperatures, therefore it is possible to distinguish between paramagnetic and diamagnetic fractions to the AMS. The same instrument and approach has been used to calculate the degree of anisotropy in weakly deformed black shales [Aubourg et al., 1995] . This method is limited by the instrument to cubic samples of less than 10 mm.
Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
[45] The idea of using hysteresis loops to evaluate the paramagnetic/diamagnetic fabric in natural samples was proposed by Borradaile and Werner [1994] and by Richter and van der Pluijm [1994] . Years later, the general methodology for measurement of the high-field anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (HFAMS) using a vibrating sample magnetometer has been described by Thill et al. [2000] , Ferré et al. [2000] and Kelso et al. [2002] . The original method has been modified by Ferré et al. [2004] by (1) measuring cubic specimens, (2) normalizing results to saturation magnetization (Ms) assumed to be insensitive to directional measurements, and (3) not using a bottom sample holder to allow frictionless motion of the sample. A series of hysteresis curves are acquired in different orientations for each specimen, using a vibrating sample magnetometer (Princeton VSM). Specimens are left lying on the VSM bench for at least 30 min before measurement to ensure thermal equilibrium with the pole gap space (19°C), which is cooler than the room temperature (21°C). The same sample holder is used for the directional measurements of the cubic specimens. The sample holder magnetic contribution is systematically subtracted in high-field calculations. Only [46] The calculation of the high-field magnetic susceptibility is based on the measurement of the high-field slope (c HF ) of the hysteresis curve. This is done by using the highest 15% of the hysteresis curve above magnetic saturation (Ms) (Figure 8a ). The linear correlation coefficient was better than 0.9999 in all cases which shows that the considered segments were above magnetic saturation. Instrument artifacts, such as hooks on the terminations of hysteresis curves related to pole piece saturation, were removed before calculation. All specimens were run at a field of 0.9 T, which was sufficient to saturate all ferrimagnetic, grains in most specimens. Figure 8a illustrates hysteresis loops acquired for different orientations of a sample displaying both paramagnetic and ferromagnetic contributions.
[47] The response of the VSM instrument depends on the position of the magnetic dipoles with respect to the pick-up coils and therefore is sensitive to the specimen shape. The advantage of using cubic specimens is clear when considering that such specimens produce an unambiguous geometric/ instrument response effect characterized by a 4w periodicity, and that the instrument response is the same for all three axes, which is not the case with cylindrical specimens. This approach corrects for most variations due to the instrument response of the VSM but not for the fact that the magnetic center of the specimen (determined by optimizing the position of the specimen in between the coils) does not necessarily coincide with the geometric center of the specimen. This is the case when magnetic grains are nonuniformly oriented in the specimen. In addition to previous corrections, the high-field slope is finally normalized by dividing c HF by Ms, the saturation magnetization Ms can be assumed to be a constant (i.e., independent of measurement direction) for each specimen, and the normalization thus compensates for angular variations due to the sample shape and the instrument response function. The stereonet of Figure 8b shows a comparison of high-field AMS data with low-field AMS data and ferrimagnetic fabric only for peridotite samples from Ronda, Spain.
Other Methods
Methods Using Frequency Dependency
[48] A number of ferromagnetic (in the broad sense) minerals, such as magnetite, maghemite, and pyrrhotite exhibit frequency dependence in initial magnetic susceptibility [e.g., Vincenz, 1965; Bathal, 1971; Dekkers, 1988; Worm et al., 1993] . This effect, referred to as electromagnetic susceptibility by Ellwood et al. [1993] , is visible when the magnetic susceptibility is measured, in alternating field, by the electrical current induced in the solenoid of a susceptibility bridge. The complex apparent magnetic susceptibility is with k 0 as in-phase component, k 00 as quadrature component, i imaginary number, a = r (imsw) 1/2 , r radius of the particles of conductive material in the specimen, m as magnetic permeability, s as electrical conductivity, w as angular frequency of the applied field [Worm et al., 1993] .
[49] The in-phase component of the apparent susceptibility (k 0 ) decreases substantially above a certain frequency which depends on temperature, grain size and conductivity, for pyrrhotite is found to be 10 kHz [e.g., Worm et al., 1993] . The quadrature component (k 00 ) increases notably above 10 kHz in pyrrhotite and above 100 kHz in magnetite. Skin depth effects, related to the tendency for electric currents to flow near the surface of materials due to attenuation with depth, are practically negligible below 10 kHz.
[50] Ellwood et al. [1993] successfully isolated frequencydependent AMS using synthetic specimens. This approach requires measurements to be performed at two frequencies (separated by about 2 orders of magnitude, e.g., 1 and 100 kHz) to unambiguously characterize frequency dependence. The new MFK1-FA,FB Kappabridge instruments offer the possibility of AMS measurement at three different frequencies of 976, 3904, and 15,616 Hz.
Statistical Methods
[51] Henry [1983] and Henry and Daly [1983] proposed a statistical method for separation of anisotropy based on the analysis of several specimens from the same site for the discrimination between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic subfabric. The method assumes that under homogeneous strains, variations in the low-field AMS are due to local variations in the orientation or content of the ferromagnetic component. The paramagnetic fabric, attributed to the rock matrix is supposed to be equal for samples very close together. The individual low-field magnetic susceptibility semiaxes are expressed as a linear combination of the mean susceptibility and a constant term [Henry and Daly, 1983] . The low-field AMS semiaxes K ij are expressed as
where p is the ferromagnetic content in the sample, F ij are the terms of the ferromagnetic susceptibility tensor and M ij the terms of the matrix susceptibility.
[52] A similar relationship between low-field susceptibility, ferromagnetic and matrix susceptibility can also be written for the bulk properties:
where K is the low-field bulk susceptibility, F is the lowfield ferromagnetic bulk susceptibility and M is the matrix bulk susceptibility.
[53] The terms of the ferromagnetic fabric and the matrix fabric can be computed if the ferromagnetic low-field bulk susceptibility (K) and the matrix bulk susceptibility (M ) are known. Henry and Daly [1983] and Henry [1983] proposed physical or chemical separation of the individual minerals. The auxiliary matrixes A ij and B ij are computed as the slope and the ordinate of the linear regression between the lowfield susceptibility matrix terms (K ij ) and the low-field bulk susceptibility (K), respectively.
[54] The susceptibility tensors are therefore derived as
Henry and Daly [1983] applied the technique to a series of gneisses from the French Pyrenées and compared the results with the AIRM tensor determined on the same specimens. They showed a similar orientation of the ferromagnetic tensor derived by statistical method with respect to the AIRM principal directions. The method was successfully used to uncouple several deformations on Dalradian series from the southwest Scottish Highlands [Henry, 1985] and the Egletons granite in France [Henry, 1988] . However, this method is also known to lead to severe inconsistencies .
[55] Constable and introduced the bootstrapping method applied to AMS tensors. On the basis of standard bootstrapping methods for unit vectors, AMS parametric bootstrapping can be performed: (1) sample parametric bootstrap and (2) site parametric bootstrap. This Monte Carlo approach can be considered a statistical separation of magnetic subfabrics following Henry's rationale if two requisites are fulfilled: (1) the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic fabrics are not subparallel and (2) there is a difference in the ferromagnetic content. The mean value obtained from the total bootstrapped tensor can be considered the dominant subfabric. The method has been extended since the appearance of a full software package for the analysis [Tauxe, 1998 ]. It has been successfully applied to evaluate the mean AMS fabric lava flows [Cañón-Tapia et al., 1994] , flow directions in dikes Tauxe et al., 1998 ], lineation in plutonic bodies [Henry, 1997; Trindade et al., 2001b] , mylonites [Bascou et al., 2002] and phyllosilicate fabric in mudstones, shales and slates van der Pluijm, 2002a, 2003] .
[56] On the basis of the comparison between normalized AMS tensors by the mean susceptibility k and the nonstandardized AMS, the presence of multiple petrofabrics can be detected [Borradaile, 2001 [Borradaile, , 2003 Borradaile and Jackson, 2004] .
Summary
[57] The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) has been extensively used for decades to constrain the orientation of minerals in rocks. The ferrimagnetic anisotropy generally originates from both magnetostatic (shape) and distribution (interaction) anisotropy of ferrimagnetic minerals. By contrast, paramagnetic anisotropy results mostly from magnetocrystalline (lattice preferred orientation) anisotropy. Therefore the significance of ferrimagnetic and paramagnetic anisotropy is clearly different. The success of the AMS method is due mainly to the rapid and reproducible nature of measurements. The interpretation of AMS in terms of deformation history is generally complicated by the fact that several phases contribute to the AMS tensor. Hence the separation of individual phase contribution to the AMS becomes necessary.
[58] The various approaches that have been used to characterize magnetic subfabrics are fundamentally differ-ent in instrumental requirements and outputs. Table 1 summarizes the main advantages and inconveniences of the most commonly used separation techniques.
[59] Methods using the variation of paramagnetic susceptibility with temperature (from room temperature to low temperatures) can be useful providing that the specimen temperature is accurately known. Methods using the lowfield AMS of heated rocks should be analyze carefully, the newly grown ferromagnetic minerals do not always mimic any preexisting structural feature. Remanence anisotropy tensors should not be subtracted from low-field AMS tensors because the two tensors represent physical properties that are not proportional to each other. High-field methods are suitable for magnetite/titanomagnetite bearing rocks, but accurate rock magnetic experiments are needed in order to guarantee the absence of high-coercivity fractions (pyrrhotite and/or hematite).
Appendix A: Separation of Diamagnetic Anisotropy
[60] Because of the atomic nature of the diamagnetism, all materials experience diamagnetic behavior when a magnetic field is applied. However, in most cases it is hidden by higher intensity paramagnetism or ferromagnetism. There are several techniques to measure directly diamagnetic anisotropy in diamagnetic materials, such as magnetization curves, low-field AMS [Hrouda, 1986] , high-field torque magnetometry [Owens and Bamford, 1976] or high-field oscillations [Uyeda, 1993; Uyeda et al., 1993] . None of these techniques performed a real separation of diamagnetic anisotropy that is very difficult because diamagnetic minerals have the same dependency of magnetization with field as do paramagnetic minerals and their susceptibility is also constant with temperature like ferromagnetic minerals. An attempt to a real separation between paramagnetic and diamagnetic fraction in synthetic mixtures has been recently proposed by making use of torque measurements at two temperatures [Schmidt et al., 2007] . The method requires the a priori knowledge of the ration between low-and high-temperature paramagnetic susceptibility.
[61] The AMS of diamagnetic materials can be computed from a mathematical point of view. Some authors have subtracted the low-field diamagnetic anisotropy from the bulk low-field anisotropy by knowing the diamagnetic content and the diamagnetic single-crystal properties [Hrouda, 1986; Schmidt et al., 2007] . If ferromagnetic minerals contribute significantly to the low-field AMS, it has been proposed to use the anisotropy of remanence to estimate the contribution for the total separation of AMS components [Hrouda et al., 2000 ]. An alternative comes using the orientation of the diamagnetic minerals measuring its mineral fabric and compute the synthetic AMS of the diamagnetic minerals [Owens and Rutter, 1978; de Wall et al., 2000] .
